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May 28,2002 

Mr. John 
Office of and Affairs 


Budget 

Room 10235 


I 
Washington, DC 20503 


Hcport Congress On The Costs And Benefits Of Federal 

Dear Mr. 

Association of Chain Stores (“NACDS’’)hereby 
on the Draft on the Costs and 
was by of and See 67 
Reg. (Mach 28,2002). below in the format requested by 
NACDS suggests a issued by Food and Drug 

be or revised through comment procedures. 

NACDS are 200 companies. Chain 
pharmacy is largest with over 100,000 
working in 34,000 pharmacies. Chain 
retail fill ovcr 70% of 3 billion prescriptions dispensed 

1,200 suppliers orgoods and as 
in States, with sales $450 billion. NACDS 

as from 34 NACDS was founded in 1333 and i s  based 
Virginia. 

Name Of Guidance 

of Personal Importations to as the “Guidance“). 

2. Regulating Agency; 

Department of Services (“HHS”) 
Food Administration 

3. Citation: 

FDA Regulatory Procedures Manual, Chapter 9 (available at: 
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4. Authority: 

No statute or regulation authorizes the Guidance. 

5. Description of 

As discussed below, federal laws generally order of prescription 
the personal of a However, the is a vague statement 
FDA will not enforce prohibitions in some The 

has in tidal waves of imported order drugs that illegal, 
consumers,and unfair to pharmacies and 

A. 	The FDA Refuses T o  Enforce Banning Mail Order Imports of 
Prescription Drugs 

It is illegal to prescription drugs through mail for a personal use. 
prescription drug that is in  the then 

bc into the U.S.by than the of the drug.’ In 
addition, drugs be imported into arc 

by FDA, by that were2 

in in with good manufacturing practices. 
According to a FDA official, “In all drugs imported by individuals 
into one of 

The the Guidance 1988, without giving the public notice or an 
comment. The docs not that a 

prescription drugs for subsequent 
-- but the the FDA has 

guidance is not. a license individuals to 
(and therefore illegal) drugs for personal into even if factors 

present, drugs remain illegal and FDA that such 
seized.”‘ 

’ 21 U.S.C. This also allows FDA 
but to knowledge FDA has not so. 

U.S.C. ’See enclosed FDA HHS (May 2 in FDA Week pp. (Nov. 
A gives to  allow to a small quantity 


of the but docs not authorize mail order 
Act, (1 998): of Drug 


Administration’s House and (June 7, 

200 

on , at 



28 ’02  24PM 

on 
May 

of 

the Guidance gives FDA discretion to refuse to the 
against importation. According Guidance, individual FDA may 

the statutory against drug importation: 

when intended is appropriately such use is not for treatment of 
a serious condition, and the product is known to a 
risk; or 

when the is unapproved for a serious for which 
effective treatment may Dot be domestically either through 
or clinical b) is no or promotion 

residing in U.S. by those involved in the disuibution of the product 
issue; c) the product is considered not to an unreasonable risk; d) 
the individual seeking product in writing that it is for the 
patient’s own use (generally more than month supply) and provides 

and address doctor in the U.S.responsible his or her 
treatment with the product, or provides that product is for 

a a foreign 

vague language of the Guidance has to create the false 
impression that mail imports of prescription are legal. These 
incorrectly the use from 
prohibition on personal importation of of these 
pharmacies and 

has an mail order of prescription drugs. The FDA 
order imports grew by 450 1999 alone.’ 

bccn to that FDA ordcr of 
despite the fact that the Guidance to he for to bring 

priced drugs into this country; nor it means for to buy drugs that 
already in 

B. 	The Guidance Has ’To Imported Drugs That 
Are Dangerous T o  Consumers’ Health Safety 

Importing drugs for is and potentially to 
ban on of drugs was in 987, Congress 

that reimported drugs and risk American 
because may have subpotent or foreign and 
shipping,” because ‘‘cover importation of foreign 

’See FDA to 2 reprinted in FDA Week pp. 23, 
2001).‘ of Congress Congressional Prescription For , 
p. (No, 24,200 
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Since when Congress asked to authorize of 
drugs, past Secretaries of HHS 

could not guarantee prescription drug safety if is 

When drugs are prepared for distribution within the United States, FDA oversees the 
manufacturing to that the satisfied 

standards. are able track the chain of of drugs, and are 
able to ensure that the lor other labeling 

are for o f  
ensure employ pharmacists and satisfy 

standards. When drugs are at local pharmacies, laws ensure a 
pharmacist is available to advise about proper use. 

In contrast, when drugs mailed into the States from foreign there is 
no to ensure that drugs were prepared, stored 

with federal and standards. The for 
high, FDA has opportunity track drugs. The drug labeling may 

the standards of foreign but not FDA standards. Moreover, the 
dispense the drugs are not by state may 

satisfy state safety standards. No are consult with patients 
about 

In 2001 FDA conducted a of drug products into through a 
City, California facility. FDA idcntificd “serious public risks” 

associated with “many”of the drugs. The risks included ”drugs of 
origin or quality” and dispensed without a without 
oversight of the physician.’’ For example, some of the drugs had 

withdrawn from the U.S.market due to deadly effects. 
substances therapeutic drugs also 

convinced that trust the safety of drugs imported by 

In sum,thcrc is complex of and state laws designed ensure that 
prescription drugs arc stored, shipped, and used in a safe 

safety net i s  by drug schemes. 

7 drug Act of Y.L. 100-293, 2. 
Press Release, ‘‘Secretary That Safety Drug 

Unfeasible” (July available 
of William FDA Senior Associate for Policy, and 

Legislation, Mouse and 7, 2061). 
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C. Imports Harm Legitimate American Pharmacies And Drug 
Manufacturers 

Illegal harm pharmacies and drug manufacturers. are well 
50,000 in United employ over 100,000 pharmacists 

of These and their employees pay federal and 
They work hard to satisfy state safety 

laws discussed above do not allow American to purchase drugs 
the lower prices in Mexico and other countries. By allowing foreign 

to drugs a t  and those drugs to 
in the the FDA has created a field tilted against 

in the U.S. business each time buys a 
than local Pharmacies are favor of 

competition, but the has created a is to 

American arc also by the Guidance. companies are 
to drug products at low prices due to drug 

in Companies that mail order drug 
importing price controls into 

Proposed Solution: 

should be permanently rescinded. The FDA itself has HHS for 
to revoke the to it applies order drugs. 

this over one year ago, to knowledge has 
to the FDA.” 

the he revised notice comment 
The FDA’s failure to the Guidance and solicit public 

caused misunderstandings above. a court has ruled 
the FDA should not have issued without following notice and 

of See 
Supp. (E.D.N.Y. court first indicated i s  

“substantive light “the breadth of its ..” id.at 289 n.7. 
Guidance or or procedure. 

held that FDA’s own required agency to APA at 
Guidance was at 

lo enclosed from FDA HHS (May 2 I, 200 pp. 
23, 2001). 
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7. Estimate OfEconomic Impact: 

unaware of studies of the economic of mail order drug importation. 
phenomenon is so recent, and is growing so exponentially, any study would 

quickly However, we can state with great confidence has a 
negative impact on consumers,pharmacies, drug and 

Consumers import drugs to advantage of foreign price so Guidance 
a positive impact on consumers. As discussed above, 
the FDA has public health risks” mail order 
Widespread use of drugs y to increased health complications 

as use drugs without supervision of 
or physicians. in costs more 

initial savings on the cost of imported drugs. 

are also by Guidance. pharmacies 
of a result o f  improper drug import schemes. 

purchases a drug from a foreign importer, 
loses 

drug are by Guidance. Rather make 
in drug the U.S.was artificially 
low prices fixed by governments. 

Ultimately, state local governments are by decreased tax 
who buy drugs through the countries do not pay 

purchases. companies sell imported drugs do not p a y  
To the extent that their sales pharmacies and 

pay U.S.taxes. ‘The companies suffer reduced sales 
will employ fewer workers, who will in turn pay fewer taxes. 

bottom line is that the Guidance companies at cxpcnse 
businesses and the public at At the least, FDA 

given proper notice and public implementing 
a policy. 
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8. Conclusion 

NACDS sympathizes with consumers lower prescription drug costs. 
serious issues of legality, fairness. We hope that OMB will 

this situation. 

lcr ifmc is NACDS helpcan do your investigation. YOU 
contact me at (703) 549-3001. 

Sincerely, 

S. Kocot
PresidentSenior and 

Enclosures 



SUBCHAPTER 
COVERAGE OF PERSONAL IMPORTATIONS 

PURPOSE 

for the of' products in and and to 
with rcsourccs. 

of into the in normally in s i x  value. 
is This hnw may 

of rcsourccs. 

a in for not available For 
of differing prefer products products 

in Other arc available in country. 
to country in order of With 

and world can will abroad nor 
or bc not for in 

BAGGAGE 

This with Customs Service. is a 
will local or she an 

JIY bc 
a fraud or risk 

SHIPMENTS 

arc for mail Customs rhc Mail Division 
will to biologic, FDA 

or rhar to fraud or risk 
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by in with 
procedures. 

Collection for a physical is on 
(for and will for purposes. I f  Y physical 

only for by laboratory. remaining portion should not 
Mail 

with this should he held by or 
arc two may be with Notice of a is ,

in Exhibit for in or mall 

products with When admission of
for of portion should referred to Customs Division with a 

Final all of 
of Customs. 

GUIDANCE 

may to of of FDA products when and 
docs not rhc products appear in 

by to to rxaminc 
of hoforc final FDA may allow admission 

individuals to in such 

arc nor subject to this or not a shipment is or may bc 
including, the accompanying 

FDA consider o f  or dcviccs is a 
(;j)$ - ' " to distribution 

supply include 
products that by a or 

drugs that violative brought by Customs. FDA will 
to dccidc a by or of product. drugs 

this by for be 
to subjeci to Agency to 

5/28/20
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is such is of condition, is nor 
significant risk; or 

is unapproved for may 
or there is nu known lo 

in rhe product C) is nor to 
individual to the product that is own 

3 month donor in for 
or product, or that is for of a 

arc questions of factors product should be should 

is FDA consider with 
I) (or unapproved in United 

. 	 should under 3) of producr: 4 )  
applying Drug 

1. of products a or health risk; or 

of for mail or 
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and ir is LO 
by and may be 

that FDA adopted its personal policy in "when smallthe 1-
of did such products"

been over years. 
the agency allowing of drugs for purposes in 

about unavailability ofpotentially AIDS. 
now, mechanisms which can obtain 

for purposes, to in United has 
wri tes 

FDA Asks HHS to Policy 

good practices. drugs arc 
reimporred h a w  stored under proper condi
tions may not bc 
docs foreign or pharmacies. 

unappmved drugs and 
may be contaminated, or 

In addition, offer to prescribe 
without a 

As a result, may 
medications of misdiagnoses, 

or fail to appropriate mcdi or medical 

$ , A'J'It ~POIJCY ~ O 
FDA's policy. as in  

guidance KO Agency's 
exercise discretion of 

for 
1954 when number of personal 

warrant time and effort LO 
suchproducts, the bas modified times 

over years. It modified in in 
about the of 

for AIDS expanded 
for allow individuals 

conditions acquire 
nor: inin foreign 

policy of  t 
allow of prescription 

(1) the product is for personal supply or 
and for 

(2) for a us condition for which 
may not be 

therefore. does not permit for
e & ~  of drugs to Stares); 

(3) is no known or 
by involved in of 

(4) is to an 
risk; and 

individual 
in it is for the own use and 

of the US.  responsible for 
or provides 

the product for of a begun 

far less 

to 
through for use. 

for 
number of drugs 

to public health. Ar the re
of written this to 

described and to discuss 
you to consider.

- 23,200 7 
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signing four from normal duties to 
on a basis. FDA st& 

with one who 
day 2 weeks, which is the 

current of policy developed 1988. 
and various 

which unapproved 
purposes, KO not 

in United (Indeed, 
appear in 

abroad.) 

FDA this 
Customs would 

3,300 packages week the Carson 
' forFDA To V-O 

FDA would need 
12 Carson facility. 

of unapproved drugs 
for use If docs not more 

approach, consumerscould be injured by danger
ous products number 

the 
cnce. suggests 

The would of the per
to mail prohibiting 

of the for prescription 
could still obdn  medications 

for of serious conditions for which nor 
available in Stares 

new drug process. 
FDA t h e  issue 

could refuse and 
products that appear violative of Un

less requirement FDA could not effec
tively prohibit mail for 
will probably 

consequence. could 
LO public dan

gerous medications. 

Bernard A. 

DECISION 
FDA's personal policy as it 

and remove Agency 
before refusing product. 

Dare 

i 

I 

i
I 

~~

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM 
mc up FDA per in and 5645 (air mail). 

TO by this coupon FDA 
Y.O. Ben Station. 

.-...--

-... To phone, fax or 
703-016-8500). 

check 

a 
!'Ran-. '-.-- --.- I..-

I 
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a FDA Week - 23,2007 


